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Agenda

- I: Charting Your Path to Intellectual Leadership
- II: Creating an Idea Others Will Invest In
- III: Project Lifecycles & Building a Collaborative Team
- IV: Developing a Funding Strategy

Next week!
Questions we’ve tried to answer so far…

- I: Where is my career taking me? when is the right time to go after grant funding?
- II: What kinds of projects need grant support and what kind of projects get funded?
- III: How can I build a track record of success with a team that will make funders confident in our ability to be good stewards of resources?
- IV: How can I attract sustained support for my work without selling out my goals and values?
Part III: Why A Collaborative Team?

- When you can’t do it all alone
- When your outcomes include building relationships and developing careers
- When you want to scale work up or out
- A team with a track record signals that you will be good stewards of resources granted
Lifecycle of a successful project: When do you need help?

- Proof of Concept
- Trial: Efficacy
- Trial: Effectiveness
- Institutionalize & Scale
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You Need More Help!!
There’s more opportunity for others!
Group Discussion: Where does your project fall? What help do you need at each stage?

- Proof of Concept
- Trial: Efficacy
- Trial: Effectiveness
- Institutionalize & Scale

- Does this work in controlled conditions?
- Is this a thing?
- Does this work for others? In other places?
- Can we sustain and grow the thing?
Work Toward: A Project Charter

- Defines each person’s investment in the work
- Sets value-based expectations for how you’d like to work together
- Aligns interests & values of participants to make sure they are shared
- Prevents misunderstandings and hurt feelings
HWW Project Values: Reciprocity & Redistribution

What do these values mean to you?

How might your project put these values into practice?

What new ways of working might these values inspire?

What challenges do you foresee?
THANK YOU!!
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